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Swiss Low-Volatility 
Investing continuously in Switzerland's 20 most stable companies 

For marketing purposes only 

PERLES on the  
K Switzerland Low Volatility Index 

I. Achieving your goal with less volatility 

The prevailing opinion among economists since the 1960s is 

that lower risk goes hand in hand with lower earnings expecta-

tions. Since the advent of Smart Beta strategies, this approach is 

increasingly being called into question. Studies show that it is 

quite possible to achieve excess returns with lower risk.* The K 

Switzerland Low Volatility Index applies this approach on the 

Swiss equity market. For this purpose, the index pursues a low-

volatility strategy. The basis for this is the 300 most liquid equi-

ties in Switzerland, from which the 20 securities with the lowest 

price fluctuation are selected each month. This can contribute 

significantly to calming the portfolio, especially in turbulent 

markets.  

II. The efficient weighting

Smart Beta are transparent, rules-based investment strategies 

in which the index weighting is aligned according to such 

criteria as dividends, the price-to-earnings ratio, equal 

weighting, growth rates or low-volatility. In fact, the Smart 

Beta study published in November 2015 by the Cass Business 

School shows that in the period from January 1969 to De-

cember 2014 eight alternative weighting criteria performed 

better than the capitalization-weighted benchmark. The low-

volatility strategy yielded the highest risk-adjusted return 

among all eight examined weighting approaches.* 

III. Stability in the Swiss equity market

The question of whether the low-volatility strategy might 

work in Switzerland has been impressively answered by the 

historical review of the K Switzerland Low Volatility NTR Index 

since the beginning of February 2006. Accordingly, not only 

was the index volatility lower than the SMITM – as expected – 

but at 7.0 percent per annum, the average return was more 

than twice as high as that of the Swiss benchmark index. This 

results in an impressive Sharp ratio, i.e. the risk-return ratio, of 

0.47. This illustrates that, also in the Swiss equity market, 

sometimes strength lies in calmness. 

*Source: Cass Business School, "Smart Beta", November 2015.

K Switzerland Low Volatility NTR Index vs. SMI Index 

K Switzerland Low 
Volatility NTR Index 

SMI Index 

Return p.a. 7.8% 4.5% 

Volatility p.a. 14.5% 18.1% 

Sharpe Ratio 0.54 0.25 

Source: Bloomberg, UBS / Period: 31.01.2006 to 05.05.2017 
This chart represents a historical review before 11.09.2015 of the K Switzerland 
Low Volatility NTR Index. This historical data is not a reliable indicator for the 
future performance. Please note the back-testing disclaimer at the end of the 
document.

SSPA product type 
Tracker certificates (1300) 

Currency Valor SIX Symbol 
CHF 31038093 SOLVZU 

ubs.com/lowvolatility 

Backtest up to 11.09.2015 
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IV. Clearly defined low-volatility strategy for the Swiss equity market

The base universe of the K Switzerland Low Volatility Index is formed by all equities of companies that have their headquarters 

and their primary listing in Switzerland. Here, each index member must represent the most traded equity of the company and 

over the past six months must achieve an average daily trading volume of at least 5 million US dollars or equivalent. This serves 

to ensure that all index members can be traded easily.  

The 300 companies with the largest market capitalization are subsequently filtered from the base universe. In a further step, the 

20 equities, which demonstrated the lowest price volatility over the past 90 days, are selected from this preselection. The inverse 

price volatility determines the weight for the 20 equities in the index: The less volatile an equity was over the past three months 

compared to the other index members, the greater its weight in the index on the adjustment date. The maximum anticipated 

weighting per share here is 10 percent in order to prevent excessive individual equity risks (concentration risk).  

This sophisticated and coordinated selection and weighting process takes place once a month. By comparison, the composition 

and weighting of SMITM as the benchmark index in Switzerland is only checked once a year and adjusted if necessary. The K 

Switzerland Low Volatility NTR Index is therefore able to respond faster to new market conditions.  

V. Members of the K Switzerland Low Volatility Index 

Company Market capitalization 

(in bn CHF) 

Weighting Historical 90-day 

volatility 
Baloise Holding AG 7.3 5.8% 13.6% 

Barry Callebaut AG 7.7 4.0% 14.2% 

Cembra Money Bank AG 2.6 5.5% 16.2% 

Flughafen Zurich AG 7.0 6.3% 12.0% 

Geberit AG 17.0 4.9% 12.0% 

Helvetia Holding AG 5.6 3.8% 13.1% 

Kuehne + Nagel International A 18.7 4.8% 12.0% 

Nestle SA 250.4 6.1% 11.5% 

Novartis AG 204.8 5.2% 14.9% 

Partners Group Holding AG 16.4 4.2% 9.6% 

PSP Swiss Property AG 4.2 5.5% 15.1% 

Schindler Holding AG 21.8 4.1% 12.0% 

Swisscom AG 23.5 7.8% 13.3% 

SGS SA 17.7 4.3% 10.9% 

Sika AG 16.3 4.2% 14.0% 

Swiss Life Holding AG 10.9 4.3% 15.1% 

Sonova Holding AG 9.8 4.4% 11.6% 

Swiss Prime Site AG 6.3 4.8% 12.8% 

Swiss Re AG 32.4 4.0% 14.8% 

Syngenta AG 43.2 6.1% 11.0% 

As of: 05.05.2017 
Source: Solactive, UBS 
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VI. The product solution

UBS PERLES on the K Switzerland Low Volatility Net Total Return Index mirrors the performance of the underlying index, which 

reinvests any net dividends paid to the index members, after deducting a management fee of 1.00 percent p.a. with unlimited 

duration. 

Issuer UBS AG, London Branch 

SSPA product type Tracker certificates (1300) 

Conversion ratio 1:1 

Management fee 1.00% p.a. 

Expiry 17.04.2023 

Underlying (Currency) K Switzerland Low Volatility Net Total Return Index 

Issue price CHF 211.91 

ISIN / SIX Symbol CH0310380933 / SOLVZU 

VII. Opportunities

– Equity-linked participation in Switzerland's 20 least volatile equities.

– The weighting according to inverse volatility and a maximum weight of ten percent of the index members ensures lower vol-

atility and avoids concentration risks.

– Monthly index adjustment and reweighting ensures a particularly flexible and current positioning.

– Calculated by Solactive AG, an experienced index provider.

– Tradable every trading day under normal trading conditions.

– A maturity of seven years and the possibility for an extension of another seven years.

VIII. Risks

– No capital protection: investors run the risk of losing their investment if the price of the underlying index worsens.

– Investors bear the issuer risk and could lose their investment if the issuer files for bankruptcy.

– The issuer intends to ensure liquidity in normal market phases on trading days. However, investors should realize that they

may not be able to buy / sell the product at any point in time.

– The issuer has the right to terminate the product if certain conditions are met.

Investor profile 
Solutions for investors with experience in stock market topics and structured products and with a medium to increased risk 
tolerance who would like to participate in the performance of the equities included in the index at little capital and adminis-
trative expense. 

For other products and information on opportunities and risks visit: ubs.com/keyinvest 
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Disclaimer
This material has been prepared by UBS AG or one of its affiliates ("UBS"). This material is for distribution only as permitted by law.  It is not prepared for the needs 
of any specific recipient.  It is published solely for information and is not a solicitation or offer to buy or sell any secu rities or related financial instruments (“Instru-
ments”). UBS makes no representation or warranty, either express or implied, on the completeness or reliability of the information contained in this documen t (“In-
formation”) except that concerning UBS AG and its affiliates. The Information should not be regarded by recipients as a subst itute for using their own judgment.  
Any opinions expressed in this material may change without notice and may be contrary to opinions expressed by other business areas of UBS as a result of using 
different assumptions or criteria. UBS is under no obligation to update the Information.  UBS, its officers, employees or clients may have or have had an interest in the 
Instruments and may at any time transact in them. UBS may have or have had a relationship with entities referred to in the In formation. Neither UBS nor any of its 
affiliates, or their officers or employees, accepts any liability for any loss arising from use of the Information.  
This presentation is not a basis for entering into a transaction. Any transaction between you and UBS will be subject to the detailed provisions of the term sheet, 
confirmation or electronic matching systems relating to that transaction. Clients wishing to effect transactions should conta ct their local sales representative. 

This material contains data derived as a result of back-testing of data and is provided by UBS in good faith using its standard methodology for information of this 
kind.  That methodology relies on proprietary models, empirical data, assumptions and such other information that we believe to be accurate and reasonable.  The 
current data that UBS selected for preparation of this material may be substantially different if the date is selected from a  different time period and this may have 
substantial impact on the back-testing results. This information is provided to you for information purpose only and we make no representation as to the accuracy, 
completeness or appropriateness of such methodology and accept no liability for your use of the information.  Specifically, there is no assurance that other banks or 
brokers would derive the same results for the back -test period or that such results would have been achieved in practice.  Potential investors should not rely on this 
material for the purpose of understanding the probability that they may lose their initial investment in investing in the subject product. Prospective investors should 
also note that back-testing results may project unrealistic expectation on the performance of the subject product.  Past performance is not neces sarily indicative of 
future results.  This material does not guarantee the performance of the subject product in all circumstances and UBS shall not be responsible for any investment loss 
suffered by the investors in investing in the subject product in this respect. The back-testing results has not considered the risks involved in investing in the subject 
product, including but not limited to the credit risk of the issuer of the subject product.  These risks may lead to the loss of investors' initial investment in the subject 
product and investors should read the risks stated in the offering documents of the subject product before investing in the subject product. Under no circumstances 
shall have any liability for a) any loss, damage or other injury in whole or in part caused by, resulting from or relating to, any error (negligent or otherwise) of UBS in 
connection with the compilation, methodology, interpretation, communication, publication or delivery of this analysis, or b) any direct, indirect, special, consequen-
tial, incidental or compensatory damages whatsoever (including, without limitation, lost profits), in either case caused by reliance upon or otherwise resulting from or 
relating to the use of (including the inability to use) this analysis. This analysis is confidential. You ma y not pass on this analysis to any third party without the express 
permission of UBS. 

This information is communicated by UBS AG and /or its affiliates ("UBS"). * (see below) UBS may from time to time, as principal or agent, have positions in, or may 
buy or sell, or make a market in any securities, currencies, financial instruments or other assets underlying the product to which  this [term sheet / document] relates 
(the "Structured Product"). UBS may provide investment banking and other services to and/or have officers who serve as directors of the companies referred to in 
this [term sheet / document]. UBS's trading and /or hedging activities related to the Structured Product may have an impact on  the price of the underlying asset and 
may affect the likelihood that any relevant barrier or relevant trigger event is crossed or triggered. UBS has policies and procedures designed to minimise the risk that 
officers and employees are influenced by any conflicting interest or duty and that confidential information is  improperly disclosed or made available. UBS may pay or 
receive brokerage or retrocession fees in connection with the Structured Product described herein. In respect of any Structured Product that is a security, UBS may, in 
certain circumstances, sell the Structured Product to dealers and other financial institutions at a discount to the issue price or rebate to them for their own account 
some proportion of the issue price. Further information is available on request. Structured Products are complex and may  involve a high risk of loss. Prior to purchas-
ing the Structured Product you should consult with your own legal, regulatory, tax, financial and accounting advisors to the extent you consider it necessary, and 
make your own investment, hedging and trading decisions (including decisions regarding the suitability of the Structured Product) based upon your own judgement 
and advice from those advisers you consider necessary. Save as otherwise expressly agreed in writing, UBS is not acting as your financial adviser or fiduciary in relation 
to the Product. UBS generally hedges its exposure to Structured Products, although it may elect not to hedge or to partially hedge any Structured Product.  UBS’s 
hedging activity may be conducted through transactions in the underlying asset, index or instrument or in options, futures or other derivatives related to the underly-
ing asset, index or instrument on publicly traded markets or otherwise, and may have an impact on the price of the underlying  asset. If a transaction is cash settled, 
UBS will generally unwind or offset any hedge it has for such Structured Product in close proximity to the relevant valuation  time or period. In some cases, this activity 
may affect the value of the Structured Product. Unless stated otherwise in this document, (i) this document is for information purposes only and should not be con-
strued as an offer, personal recommendation or solicitation to purchase the Structured Product and should not be treated as g iving investment advice, and (ii) the 
terms of any investment in the Structured Product will be exclusively subject to the detailed provisions, including risk considerations, contained in the more detailed 
legal documentation that relates to the Structured Product (being the confirmation, information memorandum, prospectus or other issuer documentation as rele-
vant). UBS makes no representation or warranty relating to any information herein which is derived from independent sources. This document shall not be copied or 
reproduced without UBS's prior written permission. In respect of any Structured Product that is a security, no action has been or will be taken in any jurisdiction that 
would permit a public offering of the Product, save where explicitly stated in the issuer documentation. The Structured Product must be sold in accordance with all 
applicable selling restrictions in the jurisdictions in which it is sold.  

© UBS 2017. All rights reserved. UBS prohibits the forwarding of this information without the approval of UBS. 

* Please note that calls to numbers marked with * may be recorded. When you call these numbers, we assume that you consent to this business practice.

UBS AG 
P.O. Box, 8098 Zurich 
E-mail: keyinvest@ubs.com 

ubs.com/keyinvest 

Hotline: +41-44-239 76 76* 
Institutional Clients: +41-44-239 14 66* 

Intermediaries: +41-44-239 77 60* 
Wealth Management Clients: +41-44-239 68 00* 


